
Public Hearing - September 9, 2022- 6:00pm-7:00pm
Meeting start time 6:00PM

Attendance: Nicole Snook, , Bibi Ashley (ASL interpreter Patty),Benette V Estrella Maria Rodriguez

(Planned Parenthood of Southern Arizona)

AGENDA
1. Greetings and Introductions
6:00pm Nicole Snook introduces herself and others in attendance.

2. Discussion of Feedback about Comprehensive Human Health & Sexuality Course
6:05pm Text message from parent: “Just as long as the kid[s] are learning both the stuff they wanna

learn and the stuff they need to know if that makes sense.  Like I’m sure they will all enjoy going over

human anatomy…but the disease part that can come along with sex I think [is] super important for them

to learn as well.”

ASL Interpretation from parent: “It has a lot of good information.  The lessons, they all apply to everyday

life and should be taught.  A male teacher should co-teach sensitive lessons such as masturbation and

condom use. Professional organizations should be brought in as guest speakers. Will the boys be

separated from the girls for certain topics?”

3. Discussion of Comprehensive Health Course
6:10pm Snook states that the Glencoe Health text has been updated and she has a hardcopy for public

inspection.

6:11pm Snook re-introduces from PPSoA to discuss how their educational outreachMaria Rodriguez

program can and will support the efforts at CMHS.  Ms. Rodriguez shares that at the high school level,

teaching health and sex ed in a co-ed environment helps with students understanding boundaries and

practicing empathy with each other.

6:30 Snook asks questions about specific activities and content that are suggested in the course and

whether or not they should be modified in any way:

● Vocabulary terms and slang

● Critical analysis of images from common advertisements that are sexually suggestive

● Diagrams and actual photographs of body parts

● Condom demonstration

● Birth control methods

● Critical analysis of movies: Happy Feet, Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer, and The Miracle of Life

(NOVA)

There was no dissenting opinion.

6:50pm- Reminder of the website and how to find the information under compliance> CSE Public

Meeting Notice and Materials>

4. Timeline for Further Public Comment and Revisions
6:51pm Reminded participants to look at the materials provided and get in contact with Snook for

feedback about any questions, concerns or feedback that is needed.

5. Action Items:
The next public hearing will be 10/10/22 at 6PM.

6:55 pm Meeting adjourned.
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